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Abstract

Adult stem cells are fundamental to maintain tissue homeostasis, growth, and re-

generation. They reside in specialized environments called niches. Following acti-

vating signals, they proliferate and differentiate into functional cells that are able to

preserve tissue physiology, either to guarantee normal turnover or to counteract

tissue damage caused by injury or disease. Multiple interactions occur within the

niche between stem cell‐intrinsic factors, supporting cells, the extracellular matrix,

and signaling pathways. Altogether, these interactions govern cell fate, preserving

the stem cell pool, and regulating stem cell proliferation and differentiation. Based

on their response to body needs, tissues can be largely classified into three main

categories: tissues that even in normal conditions are characterized by an impressive

turnover to replace rapidly exhausting cells (blood, epidermis, or intestinal epithe-

lium); tissues that normally require only a basal cell replacement, though able to

efficiently respond to increased tissue needs, injury, or disease (skeletal muscle);

tissues that are equipped with less powerful stem cell niches, whose repairing ability

is not able to overcome severe damage (heart or nervous tissue). The purpose of this

review is to describe the main characteristics of stem cell niches in these different

tissues, highlighting the various components influencing stem cell activity. Although

much has been done, more work is needed to further increase our knowledge of

niche interactions. This would be important not only to shed light on this funda-

mental chapter of human physiology but also to help the development of cell‐based

strategies for clinical therapeutic applications, especially when other approaches fail.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In postnatal life, tissue homeostasis mostly depends on the presence,

self‐renewal, and differentiation potential of resident adult stem cells.

Although they may remain quiescent indefinitely, under appropriate

conditions they can evolve into specialized cells, to replace exhausted

or dead cells (Fuchs & Blau, 2020; Montagnani et al., 2016). In

mammals, adult stem cells have been identified and characterized in

virtually all tissues, although some tissues are equipped with more

efficient stem cell niches than others. Based on their response to

body needs, tissues can be largely classified into three main cate-

gories: tissues that even in normal conditions are characterized by an

impressive turnover, to replace rapidly exhausting cells (blood, skin

epidermis, or intestinal epithelium); tissues that normally require only

a basal cell replacement, though able to efficiently respond to in-

creased needs, injury, or disease (skeletal muscle); tissues that are

equipped with less powerful stem cell niches, whose repairing ability

is unable to overcome severe damage (heart or nervous tissue). It is

not a coincidence that heart and brain damage are the two most

common causes of death worldwide.

In the first steps of embryogenesis, epiblast pluripotent stem cells

generate the germ lineage and the three embryonic germ layers (ecto‐,

meso‐, and endo‐derm). In each germ layer, tissue differentiation then

evolves following a combination of transcription factors (Slack, 2008).

However, a number of cells in each tissue would evade the instructions of

early inducing signals, maintaining some features of their embryonic ori-

gin. Depending on their location, in the adult organism, these stem cells

would normally produce elements of the tissue‐specific lineage, such as

blood cells, epidermal cells, or neural cells.

Adult stem cells reside in specific anatomical locations called

“niches” in which they are protected from external injury and da-

maging stimuli. First postulated by Schoefield in 1978

(Schofield, 1978), stem cell niches have been extensively explored

and characterized. The niche is a specialized microenvironment

where cell‐intrinsic regulatory mechanisms interact with extrinsic

signals to determine stem cell fate. These interactions include cell‐to‐

cell communication and cell–matrix interactions, which are influenced

by external signals (Ferraro et al., 2010). As a result, stem cells can be

kept in a quiescent state, induced to proliferate, or prompted to

differentiate. Stem cell divisions may occur by symmetric or asym-

metric division, mainly depending on the mitotic spindle orientation

and microenvironment cues (Betschinger & Knoblich, 2004;

Yamashita & Fuller, 2005). By symmetric divisions, both daughter

cells encounter the same niche environment, and two identical stem

cells are normally produced; this would increase the pool size, for

example, during tissue expansion or in response to injury. By asym-

metric divisions, when the mitotic spindle is perpendicular to the

niche edges, one daughter cell normally stays inside the niche and

inherits stem cell features, whereas the other cell moves away

starting to differentiate into a tissue‐committed progenitor.

The main niche components are (A) Stromal support cells, which are

normally located in close proximity to stem cells (i.e., osteoblasts in bone

marrow [BM] or fibroblast in the skin), normally act through short‐range

signals, which include secretion of soluble factors or membrane adhesion

molecules; (B) Blood vessels, which are regularly in close contact with the

niches, provide nutritional support, convey long‐range signals from other

sources, and allow cell trafficking from and toward the niche; (C) Neural

inputs, which integrate signals from different sources and often con-

tribute to stem cell mobilization; and (D) Extracellular matrix (ECM) pro-

teins, which provide mechanical support and biochemical signals (Assis‐

Ribas et al., 2018). The ECM acts as a scaffolding system in which stem

cells and stromal cells are closely embedded, interacting with each other

and with external/internal molecular signals. The ECM can be structured

in a two‐dimensional configuration (in the gut or in the skeletal muscle), or

in a three‐dimensional arrangement, as in BM or in neural niches. It plays

multiple roles, such as organizing stem cell positioning, governing che-

mical signals, and creating gradients that guide stem cell fate. Stem cells

interact with ECM components through different cell surface receptors,

such as integrins and cadherins, which, in addition to the adhesive

function, are involved in external signal transduction to regulate stem cell

processes.

Multiple signaling pathways are balanced inside niches. Although

playing different roles, some of them are crucially involved in various

tissues. Besides its involvement in embryonic development, Notch

signaling is important in adult tissues to define stem cell features

(Azizidoost et al., 2015). Other regulatory pathways include Wnt/β‐

catenin (Clevers et al., 2014), bone morphogenetic protein (BMP),

angiopoietin‐1, and several growth factors, such as fibroblast growth

factor (FGF), insulin growth factor (IGF), vascular endothelial growth

factor (VEGF), transforming growth factor (TGF)‐α, and platelet‐

derived growth factor (PDGF) (Ferraro et al., 2010).

2 | BONE MARROW

Studies on BM stem cells began more than 50 years ago when the first

population of adult stem cells was discovered (Friedenstein et al., 1968).

These cells were named hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) because of their

ability to form all blood cells. A second population called BM stromal cells

(BMSCs) was identified a few years later (Friedenstein et al., 1970).

BMSCs consist of a mixed population of cells, which, besides supporting

HSC activity (Sacchetti et al., 2007), also feature self‐renewal ability, high

proliferative potential, and the capacity to differentiate into mesodermal‐

derived elements, such as chondrocytes, osteoblasts, and adipocytes

(Kumar et al., 2018). For this reason, BMSCs were considered me-

senchymal stem cells (MSCs) (Prockop, 1997).

HSCs are fundamental for blood homeostasis (Eaves, 2015; Seita

& Weissman, 2010), being able to give rise to all functional blood

cells. Moreover, by their self‐renewal ability, they also produce other

undifferentiated HSCs, thus maintaining a constant pool. Originally

generated from hemogenic endothelium in the ventral wall of the

embryonic dorsal aorta (Drevon & Jaffredo, 2014; Ivanovs

et al., 2014; Tavian et al., 2005), in adult mammals HSCs are pre-

dominantly located in BM niches (Figure 1).

Two kinds of HSCs have been identified: long‐term HSCs (LT‐

HSCs) and short‐term HSCs (ST‐HSCs) (Kosan & Godmann, 2016;
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Liu et al., 2012; Suda et al., 2011). Most LT‐HSCs are slow‐cycling or

in a quiescent G0 phase, whereas ST‐HSCs are characterized by rapid

cell‐cycle entry following mitogenic stimulation (Laurenti et al., 2015;

Miftakhova et al., 2015). Upon activation, LT‐HSCs produce new LT‐

HSCs and ST‐HSCs through asymmetric cell division. ST‐HSCs, in

turn, give rise to multipotent progenitors that are able to ensure

normal hematopoiesis for up to 3–4 months (Eaves, 2015; Kosan &

Godmann, 2016; Liu et al., 2012; Seita & Weissman, 2010; Suda

et al., 2011). ST‐HSCs and multipotent progenitor cells are still able to

differentiate into all hematopoietic lineages, but they lose their self‐

renewal capacity. HSCs can return to dormancy when homeostasis is

restored, thus indicating that they can reversibly switch from dor-

mancy to self‐renewal, according to hematopoietic needs (Wilson

et al., 2008).

BM niches are the most extensively studied (Lutolf & Blau, 2009;

Yu & Scadden, 2016). BM niche cells include osteoblasts, BMSCs,

endothelial cells, macrophages, megakaryocytes, pericytes, and adi-

pocytes (Kunisaki, 2019; Sanchez‐Aguilera & Mendez‐Ferrer, 2017).

Niche cells are in close contact with the ECM, which consists of

collagens, proteoglycans, and glycoproteins. ECM not only provides

mechanical support for cell adhesion but also plays a crucial role in

the interplay of growth factors and cytokines (D. Verma et al., 2020;

Zanetti & Krause, 2020).

The heterogeneous population of BMSCs is fundamental, most

of them secrete HSC‐supporting factors, such as C‐X‐C motif che-

mokine ligand 12 (CXCL12), angiopoietin, and stem cell factor (SCF)

(Asada et al., 2017). Chemokine CXCL12 induces HSC quiescence

and retention (Sugiyama et al., 2006), while its depletion or an im-

paired coupling of CXCL12 with its receptor CXCR4 produces sig-

nificant reductions in HSC number and enhances their mobilization to

the peripheral circulation. Activation of angiopoietin 1/Tie2 signaling

inhibits HSC proliferation, promoting long‐term activity (Seita &

Weissman, 2010). The interaction between Tie2‐expressing HSCs

and angiopoietin 1–expressing stromal cells enhances the adhesion

of HSCs to osteoblasts, favoring HSC quiescence (Mendelson &

Frenette, 2014; Méndez‐Ferrer et al., 2010; Putnam, 2014). Similarly,

the importance of CXCL12‐abundant reticular (CAR) cells, nestin‐

expressing cells, and leptin receptor‐positive cells is demonstrated by

the significant HSC reduction upon their deletion (Kosan &

Godmann, 2016; Mendelson & Frenette, 2014; Méndez‐Ferrer

et al., 2010; Sacchetti et al., 2007). According to their MSC nature,

these cells can differentiate into osteoblasts and adipocytes

(Sugiyama & Nagasawa, 2012). Macrophages also support HSC re-

tention by inducing CXCL12 secretion; their depletion was found

responsible for the marked reduction of endosteal osteoblasts, thus

promoting HSC mobilization in the bloodstream. Endothelial cells

secrete growth factors, cytokines, and adhesion molecules; sinusoidal

endothelial cells express Notch ligands to promote HSC expansion

(Butler et al., 2010). By activating Notch receptors, Jagged and Delta‐

like Notch ligands increase stem cell numbers and self‐renewal.

Especially after injury, the Notch signaling pathway promotes pro-

liferation of short‐ and long‐term progenitors until homeostasis is

reached (Azizidoost et al., 2015; Gomez‐Gaviro et al., 2012).

TGF‐β, secreted by nonmyelinating Schwann cells surrounding

sympathetic nerves, induces the quiescence and contributes to HSC

maintenance and self‐renewal. Neutralization of the TGF‐β/Smad

signaling pathway induces the exit of hematopoietic progenitor cells

from quiescence.

On the contrary, the mobilization of HSCs into the bloodstream

has been associated with the circadian release of norepinephrine

from sympathetic nerve terminals (Mendez‐Ferrer et al., 2010). Ac-

tivation of β2‐ and β3‐adrenergic receptors produces a rhythmic

downregulation of HSC maintenance genes, namely CXCL12, causing

rhythmic HSC release. Granulocyte colony‐stimulating factor (G‐CSF)

F IGURE 1 Schematic drawing of bone marrow niche summarizing its main components. Upon activation, long‐term hematopoietic stem cells
(LT‐HSCs) divide asymmetrically, producing short‐term HSCs (ST‐HSCs) that give rise to multipotent progenitors that are able to ensure normal
hematopoiesis for up to 3–4 months
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promotes HSC proliferation and mobilization in the bloodstream,

likely increasing norepinephrine release from sympathetic fibers

(Kunisaki et al., 2013). Parathormone administration increases HSCs

and osteoblast numbers by stimulating osteoblastic differentiation

from nestin‐positive MSCs. In fact, the proliferative fraction of these

cells was found significantly greater after both chemical sym-

pathectomy and parathormone administration.

Numerous investigations have been aimed at identifying the

exact localization of BM niches. As in other tissues, the proximity to

the vasculature appears of crucial importance (Putnam, 2014). Blood

enters BM through arterioles in the endosteal region and reaches

typical large‐diameter sinusoids in the marrow cavity. On this ana-

tomical basis, two niche locations have been proposed, the endosteal

and the central BM niche, each characterized by different blood

vessels and cell types (Miftakhova et al., 2015; Sugiyama &

Nagasawa, 2012). The endosteal niche, characterized by arterioles

and osteoblasts, has been suggested as a preferential place for

quiescent HSCs; the central BM niche, mainly associated with sinu-

soidal endothelial cells, pericytes, and stromal cells, would in-

stead promote ST‐HSC differentiation and proliferation. This

hypothesis was supported by data obtained using imaging techni-

ques, exploring the localization of quiescent and nonquiescent HSCs

in relation to arterioles, sinusoids, and osteoblasts (Kunisaki &

Frenette, 2014; Kunisaki et al., 2013). These results would indicate

that two distinct perivascular niches, quiescent or proliferative, are

associated with arterioles and sinusoids, respectively. Because of

their fenestrations, sinusoids are better suited for cell migration into

the bloodstream. Partially discordant data, however, emerge from

other studies, still carried out by using imaging techniques (Acar

et al., 2015). According to these authors, most HSCs (both dividing

and nondividing) would reside in perisinusoidal niches, diffusely dis-

tributed throughout BM. The hypoxic microenvironment around si-

nusoids is suitable for HSC metabolism (Spencer et al., 2014), mainly

relying on cytoplasmic glycolysis rather than mitochondrial oxidative

phosphorylation (Kocabas et al., 2015). Finally, it is important to point

out that the close spatial relationship between BMSCs and HSCs is

indicative of a unique BM niche in which the balance of these two

types of stem cells can be governed by signaling pathways, as well as

hormonal and nervous influences.

3 | SKIN

The skin is the largest organ of the human body and covers multiple

functions. It provides resistance to mechanical insults, prevents water

loss, and is crucial for the regulation of body temperature. It also con-

tributes to immune surveillance, acting as a barrier to microbial infection

(Basler & Brandner, 2017; Hsu et al., 2014; Xie & Zhou, 2017).

The skin consists of three main layers (Figure 2). The epidermis is

the outermost layer, further divisible into four strata (basal, spinosum,

granulosum, and corneum). It also produces multiple appendages,

such as hair follicles (HFs), sebaceous glands, sweat glands, and nails

(Blanpain & Fuchs, 2006; Veltri et al., 2018). The epidermis and its

appendages are continuously subjected to insults from the external

environment. In fact, superficial cells incessantly flake off and are

continuously replaced by new ones moving outward from inner lay-

ers. Indeed, only stem cells in the basal layer are proliferative. They

unceasingly replenish the basal layer and, after detachment from the

basal lamina, stop proliferating and, moving upward, progressively

differentiate into cells of the spinous, granular, and corneum layers. In

the last step, they undergo a programmed cell death known as cor-

nification, losing their organelles and even their nucleus, and become

rich in insoluble bundles of keratin filaments. For this reason, epi-

dermal cells are also called keratinocytes. At the end of this process,

they build up a formidable physical barrier, resistant but flexible, in-

dispensable for protecting the internal environment (Hardman

et al., 1998; Veniaminova et al., 2019).

In the adult, the epithelium is composed of several building

blocks, each consisting of a pilosebaceous unit (HF and sebaceous

gland) and the interfollicular epidermis (IFE), the epidermal region

located between HFs. Stem cells are present both in the IFE and in

specific niches within HFs (Schepeler et al., 2014). In the IFE, they are

mostly organized as proliferative units at the base of rete ridges, the

deepest and most protected region of the epidermis, just above the

basement membrane, rich in ECM and growth factors. The basement

membrane is likely secreted by both basal keratinocytes and under-

lying fibroblasts. Adhesion of basal progenitors to the basement

membrane occurs through integrins, mainly α3β1 and α6β4. Basal

integrins and apical‐lateral adherens junctions with surrounding cells

define the progenitor cell polarity (Muroyama & Lechler, 2012). By

asymmetric divisions, basal stem cells generate a basal progenitor cell

and a daughter cell that will differentiate into suprabasal cells while

migrating upward. In this way, the number of progenitor cells is kept

constant as well as the number of the other suprabasal epidermal

cells: lost cells of the superficial layer are exactly replaced by newly

generated ones (Lechler & Fuchs, 2005).

Whereas basal cells in the IFE are characterized by continuous

proliferation, the HFs go through cycles of degeneration and re-

generation. Stem cells are located in a specific region at the insertion

site of the erector pili muscle, called the bulge. Unlike IFE, where

unipotent progenitors are responsible for tissue homeostasis (Ito

et al., 2005), bulge stem cells feature the multipotent ability to gen-

erate any of the three lineages of the skin epithelium (IFE, HFs, and

sebaceous glands). In fact, the bulge also represents a reservoir of

multipotent stem cells that can be mobilized in response to injury (Ji

et al., 2017).

Located in the outmost layer at the base of the bulge niche, stem

cells supply the sequential stages of the hair cycle: active hair growth

(anagen), quiescence (telogen), and destruction (catagen). Two po-

pulations of stem cells were identified: a quiescent slow‐cycling po-

pulation and a population of primed stem cells, with a higher

propensity to proliferate (Chen et al., 2020). Upon activation, primed

stem cells migrate along the outer root sheath of the hair shaft

(Fuchs, 2018) toward the dermal papilla, within a cluster of cells

below the bulge called the matrix. Here they evolve into TA cells that

proliferate and differentiate to produce the hair shaft and its inner
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root sheath. In the progression from early to late telogen, dermal

papilla levels of activating factors (FGF‐7, FGF‐10, TGF‐β2, and the

BMP inhibitor noggin) increase, whereas BMP4 levels in dermal fi-

broblasts and BMP2 in mature adipocytes decrease, leading to HF

stem cell activation (Yan et al., 2019).

The balance between the two main counteracting signaling

pathways, BMP and Wnt/β‐catenin, are mainly involved in HF dy-

namic events. Whereas BMP induces a quiescent condition, Wnt

signaling promotes cell proliferation and differentiation during hair

growth (Chen et al., 2020; Ji et al., 2017; Myung et al., 2013). During

anagen onset, the follicular epithelium is responsible for the secretion

of Wnt ligands, whereas both HF epithelial and mesenchymal com-

ponents contribute at later stages. BMPs are mainly secreted by

dermal fibroblasts and subcutaneous adipocytes, as well as by cells

within the bulge.

Other pathways are, however, involved. For example, dermal

papilla‐derived TGF‐β2 exerts a positive effect on HF stem cell ac-

tivation (Oshimori & Fuchs, 2012). Nerve‐derived hedgehog signaling

would be relevant for hair bulge maintenance. In HFs, the Notch

signaling pathway is required for an appropriate hair tissue differ-

entiation by suppressing epidermal fate. In the IFE, Notch signaling

promotes the main processes of epidermal stratification: basal cell

proliferation, their detachment from the basal membrane, and their

differentiation into spinous layer cells as they move upwards. A

disrupted Notch signaling results in reduced basal cell proliferation

and suppression of spinous layer formation.

In cases of a skin wound, stem cells rapidly respond to repair

tissue damage and restore the disrupted barrier (Gonzales &

Fuchs, 2017; Hsu et al., 2014). The process begins with the initial

dermal contraction and platelet aggregation to form a temporary

barrier. Various leukocyte lineages participate in this phase, providing

immune protection against infections. Moreover, by releasing growth

factors and cytokines, they promote new blood vessel formation and

the local migration/proliferation of epidermal keratinocytes, which

start to re‐epithelialize the wound area. Eventually, the underlying

dermis and ECM are restored. Although stem cells from the HFs may

contribute, the IFE plays the most important role. In fact, skin repair

normally occurs also in hairless skin regions.

4 | GUT

Intestinal stem cell (ISC) niches probably carry out the heaviest re-

newal work in the entire organism, being able to replace most of the

intestinal epithelial cells in about 5 days. When activated, ISCs can

provide a rapid and efficient turnover (Jasper, 2020) to ensure that a

F IGURE 2 Schematic drawing of skin epidermal niches. Left: Interfollicular epidermis, the epidermal region located between hair follicles;
basal stem cells continuously produce daughter cells, which moving upward (gray arrow), progressively differentiate into suprabasal layer cells.
Right: During the hair cycle, primed bulge stem cells migrate along the outer root sheath of the hair shaft toward the dermal papilla within a
cluster of cells called the matrix; here they proliferate and differentiate to produce the hair shaft and the inner root sheath
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single thin layer of epithelial cells may efficiently fulfill its absorption

and protective roles (Pentinmikko & Katajisto, 2020).

In the small intestine, the epithelium is organized in luminal

protrusions (villi) and deep invaginations (crypts of Lieberkühn),

which constitute an autonomous unit, the crypt‐villus (Figure 3).

Here, different cell types carry out either absorption mechanisms

(enterocytes) or secretory activities (goblet cells, Paneth cells, en-

teroendocrine cells, and tuft cells). Numerous investigations indicate

that ISCs are positioned at the base of the crypts where they interact

with the ECM and neighboring cells, such as fibroblasts, myofibro-

blasts, endothelial cells, pericytes, and immune cells. In the niche,

ISCs may divide symmetrically, producing daughter stem cells

(Snippert et al., 2010), or asymmetrically, giving rise to transit‐

amplifying (TA) cells (Schellenberg, 1996) that account for about two‐

thirds of the cells at the base of the crypt. TA cells proliferate very

rapidly, differentiating into the various absorptive and secretory cell

types as they migrate toward the apex of the villus (Meran

et al., 2017). Eventually, they lose their anchorage to the ECM and

are released into the intestinal lumen. Alternatively, some TA cells

move back to the bottom of the crypt, differentiating into Paneth

cells, the closest cells to ISCs (Grossmann et al., 2001).

Two types of ISCs have been identified: fast‐cycling and quies-

cent ISCs. Fast‐cycling ISCs are closely adjacent to Paneth cells and

are characterized by the expression of leucine‐rich repeat‐containing

G protein‐coupled receptor 5 (LGR5) (Barker et al., 2007). Quiescent

ISCs express B‐cell‐specific Moloney murine leukemia virus insertion

site 1 (Bmi1) and, because of their position, they are named +4 cells:

4‐cell diameters from the base of the crypt (Sangiorgi &

Capecchi, 2008). Bmi1 cells support stem cell self‐renewal and crypt

maintenance; their deletion results in complete crypt disruption. In-

stead, LGR5 cell loss may be counterbalanced by the activity of Bmi1

cells, which enables to restore cell population at the base of the crypt

(Jasper, 2020).

Paneth cells support ISCs by expressing multiple signaling factors

(epidermal growth factor, EGF, TGF‐α, Wnt3, and the Notch ligand

Dll4) (Porter et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2011). However, ablation of

Paneth cells does not abolish ISC proliferation and differentiation,

likely because of compensatory mechanisms exerted by other niche

cells. Even though enteroendocrine cells represent a very small

number of intestinal epithelial cells, they are crucial for regulating

intestinal physiology and contribute to the niche microenvironment

(Cani et al., 2013). They are able to detect chemical stimuli from the

intestinal lumen (nutrients, bile acids, microbes, etc.) and secrete

regulatory hormones, such as cholecystokinin, gastrointestinal in-

hibitory peptide, and ghrelin (Sykaras et al., 2014). Stromal cells are

heavily involved by releasing various regulatory factors. Subepithelial

MSCs produce BMPs, antagonizing Wnt signaling along the crypt‐

villus axis.

The Wnt/β‐catenin signaling pathway plays a crucial role in crypt

physiology (Clevers, 2013). Binding to Frizzled and Lrp receptors,

F IGURE 3 Schematic drawing of the crypt‐villus axis in the small intestine summarizing its main components. Left: The main types of
epithelial cells are indicated in two adjacent villi. Right: Enlargement of the crypt bottom, containing intestinal stem cells (slow‐cycling
B‐cell‐specific Moloney murine leukemia virus insertion site 1, Bmi1, and fast‐cycling leucine‐rich repeat‐containing G protein–coupled receptor
5 positive, Lgr5+). Lgr5+ divide producing transit‐amplifying (TA) cells that differentiate into the various absorptive and secretory
cell types as they migrate toward the apex of the villus. Moving to the bottom of the crypt, some TA cells differentiate into Paneth cells.
EE, enteroendocrine cell; TA, transit‐amplifying
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Wnt ligands activate downstream signaling, leading to cytoplasmic β‐

catenin accumulation. After entering the nucleus, β‐catenin binds to

TCF and activates transcription of Wnt/Tcf target genes. According

to Derksen et al., the β‐catenin/TCF complex represents the ‘‘master

switch’' that controls proliferation versus differentiation (Derksen

et al., 2004). In the absence of Wnt, cytoplasmic β‐catenin is de-

graded by a complex of proteins, including Axin and Adenomatous

Polyposis Coli (Parker & Neufeld, 2020). Aberrations of Wnt/β‐

catenin signaling pathway components may be at the basis of col-

orectal cancers, such as the hereditary syndrome termed “familiar

adenomatous polyposis” (Nusse & Clevers, 2017).

BMP activity improves epithelial cell differentiation and inhibits

ISC expansion. Vice versa, BMP inhibitors secreted by myofibroblasts

induce an improved Wnt‐mediated ISC self‐renewal (Le Guen

et al., 2015). Similar to subepithelial myofibroblasts, pericytes release

Wnt ligands and BMP antagonists. Subepithelial telocytes, expressing

the winged‐helix transcription factor (Foxl1) and the canonic

hedgehog signaling mediator (Gli1), are part of MSCs residing in the

submucosa. They arrange a continuous plexus underneath the in-

testinal epithelium and produce numerous factors, including those of

the Wnt family and BMP antagonists, such as Gremlin 1 and Gremlin

2 (Kaestner, 2019); their ablation severely compromises crypt pro-

liferation. Macrophages are essential elements for protective im-

munity. Located in the lamina propria, they are closely associated

with the crypt epithelium and preserve intestinal homeostasis by

counteracting microbiota and food antigens (Bain & Mowat, 2014).

Macrophage depletion negatively affects intestinal epithelial differ-

entiation (Sehgal et al., 2018).

Signaling regulatory pathways differently act along the crypt‐

villus axis. Notch activation is particularly evident at the base of the

crypt where it improves ISC maintenance and proliferation (Santos

et al., 2018). A gradient of Wnt activity improves ISC self‐renewal,

mostly at the base. The activity of Wnt ligands is strongly improved

by R‐spondins, likely released by myofibroblasts, exerting synergic

effects on the increase of the Lgr5 population (de Lau et al., 2012);

Wnt loss leads to ISC depletion and complete disruption of intestinal

crypts. An opposite gradient of activity can be revealed for TGF‐β/

BMP signaling, which inhibits stem cell proliferation and stimulates

epithelial differentiation (Qi et al., 2017). As a result, differentiation

processes are mainly activated in the upper part of the crypt, toward

the villus apex, whereas they are inhibited at the base of the crypt, by

BMP antagonists. Ephrin ligand‐Eph receptor coupling exerts dy-

namic actions. At the bottom of the crypt, it supports the proliferative

cells activating the Wnt pathway; in the upper part, it prevents cell

migration maintaining epithelial cell positioning along the axis (Y.

Wang et al., 2018). Hedgehog ligands are expressed by epithelial cells

in the crypt (Sonic Hedgehog) and in villi (Indian Hedgehog). Overall,

interactions between epithelial and mesenchymal cells through the

Hedgehog signaling pathway promote both epithelial proliferation

and differentiation (Kosinski et al., 2010).

The basement membrane that separates epithelial cells from the

mesenchymal compartment represents a specialized ECM compo-

nent. It consists of two layers: the basal lamina (positioned beneath

epithelial cells) and a reticular network that links epithelial cells to the

lamina propria (Laurie et al., 1982). The basal lamina is produced by

both epithelial and stromal cells and includes collagen, laminin, and

fibronectin. Collagen is the main structural protein; laminin is crucial

for defining epithelial cell polarity (Teller & Beaulieu, 2001); fi-

bronectin is particularly important for cell adhesion, migration, and

differentiation. Moreover, glycosaminoglycan molecules, because of

their high viscosity and low compressibility, provide lubrication,

structural integrity, and facilitate cell migration (Hodde et al., 1996). A

continuous ECM remodeling occurs, mainly related to angiogenesis,

cell migration, and differentiation processes (Bonnans et al., 2014).

A different organization exists in colon stem cell niches, whose

cell population has not yet been precisely defined. For example, it

remains to be identified which cells produce Wnt since, unlike the

small intestine, Paneth cells are not present in colonic crypts. Prob-

ably, deep crypt secretory cells, called Paneth/goblet‐like cells, in-

termingled with the Lgr5 + stem cells, produceWnt and Notch factors

to support colonic niche growth and maintenance (Hageman

et al., 2020; Sasaki et al., 2016); the ablation of these cells in mouse

experiments resulted in the loss of stem cell function. Some evidence

indicates that Wnt ligands can be secreted by GLI1‐expressing sub-

epithelial mesenchymal cells, located at the base of the crypt

(Degirmenci et al., 2018). In particular, it has been reported in mice

that blocking their Wnt secretion impairs stem cell renewal, leading

to a loss of stem cells and to the disruption of the colonic epithelium.

5 | SKELETAL MUSCLE

Skeletal muscle tissue mainly consists of multinucleated contractile

muscle cells, also named myofibers, which originate during embryonic

development from the fusion of mesodermal progenitors, called

myoblasts. In normal conditions, skeletal muscle shows only a limited

turnover, mainly addressed to manage tissue growth and the daily

wear and tear due to its physiological activity. In response to injury,

however, it features a considerable regenerative potential by which

new myofibers, adequately vascularized and innervated, are gener-

ated (Gulino et al., 2019). Repair mechanisms and tissue growth

ability mainly rely on the presence of resident stem cells that, due to

their position, are commonly called satellite cells (Musumeci

et al., 2015). Described by Alexander Mauro in 1961 (Mauro, 1961),

they are small mononucleated cells characterized by a high ratio of

nuclear to cytoplasmic volume, located between the myofiber

membrane (sarcolemma) and the basement membrane (Figure 4),

with which they establish intimate contacts (Rayagiri et al., 2018; Yin

et al., 2013). Their distribution may be considerably variable. In the

same myofiber, they are more densely present at the extremities,

where myofiber longitudinal growth occurs; a preferential location

has been found in proximity to neuromuscular junctions and capil-

laries. The number of satellite cells associated with slow muscle fibers

is generally higher than those associated with fast muscle fibers.

The sublaminal region that harbors satellite cells is acknowledged

as a stem cell niche (Dinulovic et al., 2017). Myofibers and the
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surrounding ECM, including several related diffusible molecules (Wnt,

IGF, and FGF) released by both components, can be considered the

main niche components. Satellite cells can also interact with each

other, by means of cell‐to‐cell communication and autocrine/para-

crine signals.

By symmetric divisions (Kuang et al., 2007), two identical pro-

genitor cells are produced, equally in contact with the sarcolemma

and the basal lamina. Instead, by asymmetric, apical‐basal‐oriented

divisions, the daughter cell in contact with the basal lamina inherits

the role of an uncommitted progenitor, whereas the other, adjacent

to the sarcolemma (apical), may undergo myogenic differentiation.

When activated, satellite cells start to proliferate, giving origin to

myogenic precursor cells (MPCs). In this way, an expansion of existing

muscle fibers can be achieved during muscle growth or in other physio-

logical conditions (i.e., following intense physical exercise). Instead, the

formation of new myofibers occurs during tissue regeneration following

injury or disease. In fact, muscle regeneration is completely abolished

after the ablation of satellite cells (von Maltzahn et al., 2013).

In homeostatic conditions, myofibers mostly keep satellite cells in

a quiescent state (G0 phase), either by direct contact or by releasing

chemical signals (Bischoff, 1990). Further influences are exerted by

multiple stimuli from the surrounding environment, which comprises

interstitial cells, the microvascular network, nerve fibers, and their

associated factors. The basal lamina, also in direct contact with sa-

tellite cells, separates the niche from the muscle interstitium and

consists of a complex molecular network, including type IV collagen,

laminin, fibronectin, and glycoproteins (Csapo et al., 2020).

After muscle injury there is tissue regeneration; the process

begins with the necrosis of damaged muscle fibers, which is asso-

ciated with sarcolemma dissolution and increased membrane per-

meability. After the consequent inflammatory response, activated

satellite cells start to proliferate giving origin to myoblasts that will

produce new myofibers. The entire process is governed by the in-

terplay between satellite cell‐intrinsic factors and signaling factors

from the external microenvironment.

Quiescent satellite cells express Pax7 and Myf5 but not MyoD or

Myogenin. Following activation and proliferation, myoblasts begin

their differentiation path by downregulating Pax7 and expressing the

myogenic transcription factors MyoD and Myf5. Terminal differ-

entiation and fusion are characterized by the expression of Myogenin

and MyoD. These molecular signatures allow us to recognize a

hierarchical classification within the quiescent satellite cell popula-

tion. About 10% of quiescent Pax7‐expressing satellite cells are

considered true stem cells, having never expressed Myf5, the earliest

marker of myogenic commitment. In response to injury, Pax7 + /

Myf5‐ cells become activated and begin proliferation, generating

basal Pax7 + /Myf5‐ and apical Pax7 + /Myf5 + cells. Whereas Myf5‐

cells preserve the satellite stem cell pool, the majority of Myf5 + cells

undergo myogenic differentiation (Kuang et al., 2007). Terminal dif-

ferentiation and fusion will be characterized by the expression of

MyoD and Myogenin. At the end of the regeneration progression,

some myoblasts reacquire high Pax7 levels and return to quiescence

for future tissue needs. Returning to homeostatic conditions, the

heterogeneous quiescent satellite cell population is composed of a

F IGURE 4 Schematic drawing of a skeletal muscle niche. Satellite cells are small mononucleated cells located between the sarcolemma and
the basal lamina. Satellite cells may undergo symmetric or asymmetric division. By symmetric division, two identical progenitor cells are
produced, both equally in contact with the sarcolemma and the basal lamina. Otherwise, by asymmetric division, the daughter cell in contact
with the basal lamina inherits the role of an uncommitted progenitor, whereas the other, adjacent to the sarcolemma, may undergo myogenic
differentiation. Proliferating myoblasts are then produced and, after their fusion, new syncytial contractile muscle cells are assembled
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small population of true stem cells (satellite stem cells, having never

expressed Myf5), and a much larger population (about 90%) of

Myf5 + committed MPCs (Beauchamp et al., 2000). After in vivo

transplantation, only satellite stem cells are able to repopulate host

muscle niches, ensuring long‐term muscle regeneration, whereas

satellite myogenic cells preferentially proceed to their differentia-

tion fate.

Regulatory factors mainly involved in the modulation of satellite

cell activity include Notch and Wnt/β‐catenin signaling pathways,

with opposite effects (Girardi & Le Grand, 2018; M. Verma

et al., 2018; Yartseva et al., 2020). Notch activation and low activity

of Wnt signaling promote the expansion of proliferating myoblasts

for their successive differentiation. Notch inactivation is, however,

required for terminal differentiation and myoblast fusion. Wnt sig-

naling promotes myogenic commitment and terminal differentiation.

Activation of Wnt/β‐catenin signaling is able to increase Desmin

expression in myogenic cells and the size of newly formed myofibers.

In a recent paper, a transient niche for stem cell proliferation was

proposed for muscle regeneration following injury. In this niche,

proliferative signals would be provided by a subset of macrophages

through the secretion of the cytokine nicotinamide phosphoribosyl

transferase, acting on the C‐C motif chemokine receptor type 5,

which is expressed on muscle stem cells. The authors suggest that

this macrophage‐derived pathway could be usefully explored as a

new therapeutic approach for skeletal muscle repair.

6 | HEART

For many decades, it was assumed that the heart was a terminally dif-

ferentiated organ, without an effective regeneration capability following

injury. However, experiments in rodents have shown that DNA synthesis,

very high during development and the early postnatal period, remains at

lower levels in adult tissue (Soonpaa & Field, 1998). These findings sug-

gest the existence of a limited proliferative capacity of adult cardiomyo-

cytes. Quantitative estimates in rodents suggest a proliferation rate of

<0.01% per year, which may increase after injury (Eschenhagen

et al., 2017). Therefore, it can be concluded that in the adult the me-

chanism to increase cardiac mass mainly relies on cell enlargement,

whereas the low cell turnover would essentially contribute to heart

structural maintenance (Aguilar‐Sanchez et al., 2018).

It has long been debated if cardiac regeneration could be due to

dedifferentiation and proliferation of cardiomyocytes (Bloomekatz

et al., 2016) or to differentiation of resident cardiac stem cells (Liang &

Phillips, 2013; van Berlo & Molkentin, 2014). Indeed, the existence of

putative cardiac stem/progenitor cells in the heart has been suggested by

several studies (Le & Chong, 2016; Lyngbaek et al., 2007). The term

cardiac progenitor cells was proposed since, unlike stem cells, they would

not be able to divide indefinitely and feature a limited multipotent dif-

ferentiation ability (Mauretti et al., 2017). To accomplish their role, they

should be able to differentiate into at least three of the four cardiac cell

types (cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, and fibro-

blasts) (Mauretti et al., 2017).

Experimental data indicate the existence of cardiac stem/pro-

genitor cells (CSCs) in myocardial tissue (Gomez‐Gaviro et al., 2012;

Le & Chong, 2016; Urbanek et al., 2006), although our knowledge

about CSC niches is still limited after almost two decades from their

discovery (Beltrami et al., 2003). Localizing CSC niches has been

hampered by the lack of the typical basal‐apical orientation in myo-

cardial tissue. Subepicardial regions have been indicated as pre-

ferential locations for CSC niches in the adult heart (Di Meglio

et al., 2010; Limana et al., 2010). However, they can also be found

scattered throughout the myocardium, particularly in the atria and

apex, cardiac regions characterized by low hemodynamic stress

(Vukusic et al., 2019). Experiments on CSC localization have been

mostly carried out in rodents (Barreto et al., 2019). CSC distribution

in cardiac tissue was explored by cell labeling with nucleotide ana-

logs, such as BrdU or 3[H]‐thymidine, which are incorporated into the

nuclei during the S‐phase (Braun et al., 2003). A considerable dilution

of the label occurs in rapidly dividing cells, whereas it is preserved in

slow‐cycling cells. Using this method, it was also possible to follow

the growth and phenotypic changes of CSCs and their progeny.

While the number of bright BrdU‐CSCs (slow cycling) decreased ra-

pidly, the number of fleble BrdU‐CSCs (fast cycling) increased over

time. It was concluded that bright BrdU represents true CSCs, whose

number remained constant over the observation period (Urbanek

et al., 2006). They were mostly present in the atrial and apical

myocardium, compared with the base‐mid‐region of the heart

(Sanada et al., 2014).

CSC localization was also investigated in the presence of specific

surface markers, such as c‐KIT, whose expression is considered ne-

cessary to define stem cells (Marino et al., 2019; Vicinanza

et al., 2017). c‐KIT expressing CSCs was first isolated in female rat

hearts, particularly in the atria and the ventricular apex (Beltrami

et al., 2003). However, they were able to generate cardiomyocytes

only at earlier stages of embryonic development and in perinatal age,

whereas they virtually lost this ability in the adult heart (Jesty

et al., 2012). The same localization was largely confirmed by ana-

lyzing SCA1 expression, commonly associated with stem/progenitor

cells. First isolated in mouse hearts, SCA1‐expressing CSCs were

predominantly found in the atrium, the intra‐atrial septum, the

atrium‐ventricular boundary, and scattered along the epicardial re-

gion (van Vliet et al., 2008); they were able to differentiate into three

cardiac lineages (Oh et al., 2003). In vivo experiments showed that,

after injury, SCA1 CSCs have the homing ability and contribute to

neoangiogenesis (X. Wang et al., 2006). However, it was also shown

that beneficial effects were mainly due to their paracrine activity

(Huang et al., 2011). In addition, SCA1‐expressing CSCs were only

demonstrated in mice, whereas no human homolog has yet been

identified (Holmes & Stanford, 2007). According to Vukusic et al.

(Vukusic et al., 2019), the atrio‐ventricular junction at the insertion

point of the mitral valve may represent a crucial niche region, from

which CSCs would promote regeneration processes for both the

valve, atria, and ventricles.

Cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts represent key cellular compo-

nents of the niche. Both types of cells are intimately connected to
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CSCs through gap and adherens junctions, for reciprocal information

transfer: cardiomyocytes are critical to promote CSC differentiation,

and CSCs express growth factors and cytokines for cardiomyocyte

survival (Mauretti et al., 2017). Fibroblasts maintain the supporting

matrix and induce CSC differentiation through the Wnt signaling

pathway; they also release pro‐ and antiangiogenic factors to mod-

ulate postinjury angiogenesis (Deb & Ubil, 2014). Fibroblasts origi-

nate not only from the epicardium but also from a fraction of

endothelial cells undergoing endothelial–mesenchymal transition

(Moore‐Morris et al., 2014).

Although lacking tight junctions, endothelial cells and smooth

muscle cells are also considered niche cells since CSCs are often

found in the perivascular area. The Notch signaling pathway is mainly

involved in CSC‐endothelial cell interactions, promoting cardiomyo-

genic differentiation and vessel formation (Gude et al., 2015). VEGF‐

mediated interactions with endothelial cells promote CSC migration

and regulate their differentiation into endothelial or smooth muscle

cells (Yoon et al., 2007). Immune cells such as macrophages, natural

killer cells, and mast cells influence CSC behavior. Macrophages

promote CSC proliferation and differentiation into cardiomyocytes

and endothelial cells, releasing growth factors, including IGF‐1, VEGF,

and TGF‐β. The crosstalk between CSCs with natural killer cells im-

proves cardiac regeneration, downregulating their toxicity by

switching cytokine secretion toward an anti‐inflammatory state

(Boukouaci et al., 2014). Interactions between CSCs and mast cells

likely occur through paracrine effects since direct cell contact has not

been described; mast cells produce several cytokines, growth factors,

and angiogenic factors that are involved in cardiac repair.

Through paracrine actions, epicardium‐derived cells (Lie‐Venema

et al., 2007) stimulate CSC migration and proliferation, improving

cardiac function. Indeed, it has been suggested that the epicardium

itself is a source of progenitor cells (Bollini et al., 2011), able to dif-

ferentiate into different cell types such as coronary smooth muscle

cells, cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells, and interstitial fibroblasts

(Laugwitz et al., 2008). However, they mainly contribute to cardio-

myocyte formation during early development, rather than in the adult

heart. Subepicardial telocytes facilitate cardiac repair, interacting

with CSCs through stromal synapses and adherens junctions

(Bani, 2016). Telocyte influences are exerted via growth factors

(VEGF) and macromolecular signals, such as microRNAs (Albulescu

et al., 2015).

Cardiac cells are embedded in a complex ECM, composed of

different proteins, proteoglycans, and glycosaminoglycans (Jourdan‐

Lesaux et al., 2010). Structural components include collagen types I,

III, and V, and elastin. CSC adhesion to the ECM is assured by

transmembrane protein complexes, such as integrins, which also al-

low the external microenvironment to influence CSC intracellular

activity. Within the ECM framework, CSC behavior is governed by

soluble macromolecules (VEGF, TGF‐β, and stromal cell‐derived

factor 1‐α), released by the different cell types (Corda et al., 2000).

Cardiac fibroblasts are predominantly responsible for ECM formation

and remodeling. Available data indicate that also a low oxygen ten-

sion, which occurs after myocardial infarction, may increase CSC

proliferation and motility (van Oorschot et al., 2011). Overall, al-

though some repair mechanisms occur, the myocardial regenerative

potential is clearly lower than in other tissues, unable to counteract

efficiently severe injuries or diseases. Despite continuous advances in

the clinical treatment of heart failure, cardiovascular diseases still

represent a major health priority, and heart transplantation is often

the only choice to avoid death. However, transplantation‐related

problems and the limited organ availability encourage exploration for

alternative therapeutic approaches. Cell‐based approaches to replace

damaged heart cells have been extensively explored in preclinical

studies, but only moderate beneficial effects have been induced in

animal models of cardiac ischemic injury (Muller et al., 2018;

Vagnozzi et al., 2020). Even more modest improvements are reported

in humans (Bardelli & Moccetti, 2016). The microenvironment of the

stem cell niche in the adult myocardium might then be considered a

potential therapeutic target to improve the regenerative potential of

the heart after injury. For example, modulation of the Notch signaling

pathway may ameliorate the performance of the postinfarcted heart

(Gude et al., 2015).

7 | CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

In the adult central nervous system (CNS), it was assumed for a long

time that only glial cells could proliferate, whereas neurons were

supposed to be unable to divide. Indeed, the presence of neurogenic

areas was identified in at least two brain regions, which can be

considered as neural niches (Figure 5): the subventricular zone of the

lateral ventricle (SVZ) and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate

gyrus within the hippocampus (Andreotti et al., 2019; Kempermann

et al., 2015; Riquelme et al., 2008). In both the SVZ and the SGZ,

neural stem cells (NSCs) are characterized by long‐term self‐renewal,

proliferative potential, and the ability to differentiate into the three

main CNS cell types: neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. Ex-

pressing the astrocyte marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP),

NSCs are also called GFAP‐positive astrocytes.

The SVZ niche is located along the lateral wall of the lateral ventricles

where NSCs are organized in a thin layer underneath the ependymal cells

that are in contact with the cerebral spinal fluid (CSF); the CSF acts as a

vehicle for trophic factors and neuroendocrine peptides affecting NSC

maintenance and proliferation. In this subependymal region, NSCs and

their progeny include three different cell types: GFAP expressing slowly

proliferating cells, rapidly dividing TA progenitors, and migratory neuro-

blasts (Doetsch, 2003). After migrating toward the olfactory bulb,

neuroblast‐derived periglomerular and granule mature neurons are in-

volved in olfactory learning, memory, and discrimination (Rochefort

et al., 2002). Ependymal cells in the wall of the lateral ventricle are linked

to NSCs through gap adherens junctions, which allow reciprocal inter-

changes (Riquelme et al., 2008; Ruddy & Morshead, 2018). By producing

noggin, ependymal cells promote neurogenesis, antagonizing BMP, which

favors glial differentiation. Other niche components comprise the en-

dothelial cells of blood vessels and their basal lamina, as well as peri-

vascular cells and axon terminals (Lim et al., 2000).
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In the hippocampal SGZ, NSCs reside at the interface between

the hilus and the granule cell layer of the dentate gyrus. Their apical

processes extend up to the granule layer and through basal pro-

cesses, they contact blood vessels below the dentate gyrus

(Walton, 2012). Unlike the SVZ, hippocampal NSCs are not in contact

with CSF (Clarke & van der Kooy, 2011). In this niche, NSCs give rise

to neurons through intermediate precursors that migrate toward the

granule cell layer where they become mature neurons. Newly formed

neurons likely contribute to typical hippocampal functions, such as

learning and memory (Andreotti et al., 2019).

In both neurogenic areas, microglia are important cellular

components. In the SVZ, they promote the survival and migration

of neuroblasts. Microglial processes are closely associated with

blood vessels as well as with astrocytes, stem cells, TA cells, and

migrating neuroblasts (Solano Fonseca et al., 2016). In the SGZ,

they are responsible for the removal of apoptotic new neu-

rons since only some of them are incorporated into the hippo-

campal network, whereas many others die within the initial days

(Sierra et al., 2010).

Blood vessels are essential components of neural niches

(Tavazoie et al., 2008), which are more vascularized than other brain

areas. In the perivascular microenvironment, a variety of cell types,

such as perivascular astrocytes, macrophages, fibroblasts, and ad-

ventitial cells contribute to the niche dynamics. In the hippocampus,

neurogenesis is closely associated with active angiogenesis (Palmer

et al., 2000). In the SVZ, where blood vessels constitute a relatively

stable vascular bed, signaling cues from vessels are provided through

gaps in astrocyte end‐feet and incomplete pericyte coverage.

The ECM structure in neural niches consists of various compo-

nents, such as laminin, collagen, and heparin sulfate proteoglycan

(Ruddy & Morshead, 2018). Through galectin family proteins, the

ECM also controls cell adhesion and migration of neural precursors

(Comte et al., 2011). In the SVZ niche, a key component is re-

presented by a basal lamina organized in “fractones”, so‐called be-

cause of their fractal organization. The base of each fractone is in

contact with perivascular macrophages and, after crossing the SVZ

with the stem, it eventually forms a bulb beneath the ependymal

cells. This particular arrangement allows fractones to interact with

F IGURE 5 Schematic drawing of neural niches and their main components. Top: Neural stem cell (NSC) niche in the subventricular zone of
the lateral ventricle (SVZ); located underneath ependymal cells, NSCs produce transit‐amplifying (TA) progenitors that are able to differentiate
into the three main nervous cell types: neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. Bottom: Neural stem cells in the subgranular zone of the
hippocampus (SGZ) reside at the interface between the hilus and the granule cell layer of the dentate gyrus; in this niche, NSCs give rise to
neurons through intermediate precursors that migrate toward the granule cell layer and become mature neurons. CSF, cerebrospinal fluid
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blood vessels, astrocytes, ependymal and microglial cells, and pre-

cursor cells.

Multiple regulatory factors come from the blood, the CSF, or are

released by surrounding cells. In both neural niches, EGF and FGF are

required for NSC proliferation. By acting on TA cells or precursor

cells, EGF promotes an increased glial rather than neuronal produc-

tion. Limited to the SVZ, FGF mainly promotes an increase in new

neurons (Kuhn et al., 1997). Produced by the choroid plexus and

endothelial cells, IGF‐1 supports cell proliferation and survival, in-

hibiting apoptosis (Nieto‐Estevez et al., 2016). Nonetheless, about

50% of the newly formed cells of the neurogenic lineage die within

the first 7 days (Ryu et al., 2016). The Wnt/β‐catenin signaling

pathway stimulates proliferation, migration, and differentiation of

newly formed neurons. Combined IGF‐1 and Wnt signaling improves

neurogenesis and the NSC pool size in the early postnatal brain

(Zhang et al., 2007). Secreted by Cajal–Retzius neurons, reelin is

important for the initial organization of the hippocampal dentate

gyrus. In adult life, it creates a signaling gradient that organizes the

migration of new neurons for the formation of the molecular layer

(Frotscher, 2010). After the initial reduction of precursors and new

neurons in the first two postnatal months, Notch pathways help to

stabilize the pool size (Sibbe et al., 2009). In the SVZ, brain‐derived

neurotrophic factor (BDNF) stimulates TA cell proliferation and

neuroblast migration. BDNF and serotonin are associated with

exercise‐induced neurogenesis in the SGZ of running rats (Ieraci

et al., 2016).

To date, our knowledge about neural niches in the human brain is

still quite limited and most experimental findings have been gathered

from studies in rodents. Although many similarities undoubtedly ex-

ist, some differences have been outlined. For example, both in hu-

mans and in rodents, hippocampal NSCs become dentate granule

neurons (Spalding et al., 2013). Instead, SVZ neural progenitors are

predestined to become medium striatal spiny neurons in humans, and

olfactory interneurons in rodents (Ernst et al., 2014).

Divergent hypotheses have been made about neurogenesis and

aging. According to some authors (Boldrini et al., 2018), neurogenesis

in the hippocampus of healthy individuals is preserved with aging.

Instead, other authors (Sorrells et al., 2018) suggest that the number

of hippocampal stem cells/young neurons rapidly decreases during

the first decade of life. Overall, it is widely accepted that age‐related

reduced neurogenesis negatively affects neuron replacement and

repair mechanisms: the aged brain would have both a restricted

rescue potential and a higher predisposition to neurodegenerative

diseases (Conover & Shook, 2011). Age‐related decreased production

of new neurons in the hippocampus dentate gyrus has been asso-

ciated with learning and memory impairments, whereas a reduced

SVZ neurogenesis may be implicated in Huntington's disease (Seib &

Martin‐Villalba, 2015).

Besides these two “classical” neural niches, two other neurogenic

regions have been identified, in the hypothalamus and in the olfac-

tory mucosa. At the hypothalamic level, they are located along the

lateral wall of the third ventricle and in the median eminence region

at the bottom (Rojczyk‐Golebiewska et al., 2014). In these regions,

neural precursors, also called tanycytes, express typical neural pre-

cursor markers, such as nestin, vimentin, and doublecortin‐like pro-

tein. Tanycytes adjacent to the median eminence are influenced by

molecules present in the CSF, as well as by hormones and nutritional

signals conveyed by blood vessels; this is not surprising since the

hypothalamus is involved in the regulation of energy homeostasis.

In the olfactory mucosa, lifelong neurogenesis results from the

continuous proliferation and differentiation of progenitor cells within

the olfactory epithelium. This is indispensable for replacing olfactory

neurons that, exposed to the external environment, are subject to

lesions or traumatic injury (Mackay‐Sim, 2010; Pellitteri et al., 2010).

NSCs in the olfactory epithelium, remain quiescent and maintaining

long‐term regenerative ability (Carter et al., 2004). Supporting glial

cells, known as olfactory ensheathing cells, contribute to NSC dif-

ferentiation releasing ECM proteases, and secreting neurotrophic/

axonal growth factors (Russo et al., 2020; Simón et al., 2011; Vicario

et al., 2017).

In conclusion, it can be hypothesized that increased neurogenesis

can generate new neural cells to replace neurons or glial cells in

damaged areas (Kokaia & Lindvall, 2003). However, these self‐repair

mechanisms do not seem to be able to efficiently counteract diffuse

neuronal death as it occurs in severe injury or neurodegenerative

diseases.

8 | CONCLUSIONS

Stem cell niches have been focused on in this review to highlight the

importance of these particular internal microenvironments in tissue

homeostasis. The vital importance of niches for stem cell features is

demonstrated by the following critical observations: (i) once stem

cells lose contact with the niche, they rapidly differentiate into spe-

cialized cells, losing their long‐lasting physiological role (Lutolf &

Blau, 2009). On the contrary, (ii) niches are able to preserve their

functional properties even in the absence of stem cells; for example,

following radiation‐induced stem cell depletion, BM niches can still

functionally harbor implanted HSCs (Dominici et al., 2009; Ferraro

et al., 2010). This fundamental aspect was already demonstrated

about 70 years ago when the intravenous injection of BM cells was

able to restore hematopoiesis in irradiated mice (Jacobson

et al., 1951). A number of studies in animals show that (iii) tissue

aging is largely related to niche aging: stem cells from young animals

acquire an aged phenotype when transplanted into old mice, whereas

those from old animals seem rejuvenated when transplanted into

young animals (Ferraro et al., 2010).

The importance of the environment on stem cell fate has been

widely demonstrated by an impressive number of experiments in

vitro, showing that differentiation processes can be significantly

manipulated by adding a variety of chemical agents or growth factors

to the culture medium. These strategies have been widely used on

multipotent MSCs derived from BM (Chu et al., 2020) and adipose

tissue (Si et al., 2019), to obtain cellular elements not only of meso-

dermal origin (Mannino et al., 2020; Szychlinska et al., 2020) but also
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neural (Lo Furno et al., 2018) and epithelial cells (Sierra‐Sanchez

et al., 2018). It is worth noting that these pre‐differentiated MSCs

represent a useful tool in cell‐based medicine, even for allogeneic

administrations, since like other cells, they do not evoke a significant

immune response (Gao et al., 2016; Vancheri et al., 2005). Therefore,

investigating the mechanisms occurring within stem cell niches is

important not only to shed light on this fundamental chapter of hu-

man physiology but also to help develop therapeutic applications,

especially when other approaches fail. To date, only a limited number

of stem cell‐based therapies are approved for wide clinical use. BM

transplants for blood diseases and skin transplants in cases of severe

burns are probably the best examples. Much has been done in the last

decades but much more work is needed for a better understanding of

the complex interplay between the various niche components

(Bardelli & Moccetti, 2017; Lutolf & Blau, 2009). In this respect, a

remarkable number of experiments on artificial niches have been

designed to improve the translation of experimental outcomes from

bench to bedside. For example, the development of xeno‐free/

serum‐free culture media that mimic, as much as possible, in vivo

conditions. In addition, a careful selection of growth factors and

chemical additives surely helps to meet the requests of regulatory

authorities for wider and safer clinical applications. The most ambi-

tious goal will be achieved when it is possible to develop therapeutic

interventions targeting individual niche components of selected tis-

sues/organs to improve in loco the regenerative potential of already

existing stem cells, to minimize the adverse effects of aging, injury, or

disease.
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